Good relationships between staff allow our children a greater chance of success.

Your concerns may relate to either staff performance (inside/outside play areas or sleep/change areas) or the centre policies.

Should this happen, it is important to know the correct way to have your concerns acted upon.

At the Melrose Rural Care we have a process which allows this to happen.
STAFF MEMBER CONCERN WITH STAFF MEMBER

AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME, DISCUSS THE CONCERN WITH THE PERSON.
OR

AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME, DISCUSS THE CONCERN WITH THE PRESCHOOL DIRECTOR

RESOLVED

CONTACT THE DECS COUNSELLOR (TERRE WHOLING)
0408 825 723

STAFF MEMBER CONCERN WITH PRESCHOOL DIRECTOR

AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME, DISCUSS THE CONCERN WITH THE PRESCHOOL DIRECTOR

RESOLVED

NOT RESOLVED

CONTACT THE DECS COUNSELLOR (TERRE WHOLING)
0408 825 723

PRESCHOOL DIRECTOR CONCERN WITH STAFF MEMBER

AT A MUTUALLY CONVENIENT TIME, DISCUSS THE CONCERN WITH THE STAFF MEMBER, POSSIBLY PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

RESOLVED

NOT RESOLVED

CONTACT THE DECS COUNSELLOR (TERRE WHOLING)
0408 825 723

CONTACT AND MAKE A TIME TO DISCUSS THE CONCERN WITH THE Yorke/Mid North Regional DIRECTOR 86381801
OR DECS COUNSELLOR, TERRE WHOLING on 0408 825 723